For Immediate Release

Glover Construction Selects CLC Lodging
To Reduce Lodging Costs and Provide Quality Hotels for their Employees
Wichita, Kansas (Feb. 6, 2017) Leading mass excavation firm, Glover Construction has selected CLC
Lodging, a subsidiary of FLEETCOR Technologies, Inc., to simplify their workforce lodging needs and
improve their profitability in 2017 and beyond.
Glover Construction, a leading mass excavation firm in the southeast U.S., started more than half a
century ago, has chosen CLC Lodging to provide lodging management services for their large fleet and
support their spotless reputation of tackling difficult projects and consistently delivering a finished job on
time, on budget, and in a safe manner. CLC Lodging will reduce Glover’s lodging cost while giving them
greater visibility and control for their employee’s lodging.
"We transitioned to CLC to simplify our hotel booking and invoicing process. Their customer service and
user-friendly interface has allowed us to streamline the payment and invoicing process, while providing
quality hotels for our employees at reasonable prices." said Catherine Glover, Human Resources
Coordinator of Glover Construction Company, Inc.
CLC’s responsibilities include managing a nationwide network of hotel partners, which Glover
Construction will access to maximize their travel efficiency and save on lodging costs utilizing
comprehensive online apps and enhanced tracking and reporting.
“We are pleased that Glover Construction has entrusted their lodging function to CLC Lodging. They
have joined a growing number of companies in the construction industry who are increasing their profits
by utilizing our services which allows them to focus on their core competency and growing their business.”
said Derrek Schartz, Sr. Vice President Sales of CLC Lodging.
CLC has supported its clients for 40 years with services including streamlined hotel payment, contracted
rate compliance, cost coding, detailed reporting and custom hotel contracting.
___
CLC Lodging (www.clclodging.com) is a division of FLEETCOR, a leading independent global provider of
specialized payment products and services including fleet cards, food cards, corporate lodging discount
cards and other specialized payment services for businesses throughout the world. CLC has 40 years’
experience as a leading provider of workforce lodging management programs to businesses, serving
thousands of clients in North America. CLC’s clients purchased more than 13 million room nights during
2016 across CLC’s proprietary network of thousands of hotels.
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